Service Function Reallocation Method for Low-latency Video Live Streaming with Real-time Processing in Multi-access Edge Computing
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Abstract  In recent years, many new services that process data at remote base have appeared. In such new services, it is important to reduce application-level delays, i.e. end-to-end delays experienced by the users, in order to improve the users’ quality of experience. The concept of Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) is expected that the delays are reduced. However, the processing capability of edge servers is generally lower than that of data centers. Service functions capable of effectively reducing application-level delays should be deployed on edge servers. For future deployment of MEC, it is therefore necessary to clarify application-level delays and its occurrence factors in a MEC environment, and to investigate how to make the application-level delay lower by reallocations of the functions. In this paper, we construct an MEC environment using OpenStack and Amazon Web Service, then operate a video live streaming service with real-time processing. Results of our measurement and analysis of the application-level delay show that, for low-latency video live streaming, it is naturally important that the average of propagation delays is small, but it is also important to suppress the jitter caused by the network side. Based on this findings, we devise and implement a simple service reallocation method for low-latency video live streaming. Our experimental results show the application-level delay is kept under 400 ms and video quality is comfortable by the method.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the progress of IoT (Internet of Things), many new applications and services that process data at remote base have appeared [1]. Telexistence is one of such new service, which uses a remote robot, a VR headset and a haptic feedback device as end devices. In such new services, it is important to reduce application-level delays, i.e. end-to-end delays experienced by the users, in order to improve the users’ quality of experience (QoE). However, processing at a data center can lead to penalties in the form of large application-level delay due to geographical factors and load concentration.

The concept of Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) has been introduced to mitigate delays [2],[3]. MEC virtualizes service functions and deploys them on virtual machines on edge servers. An edge server is a secondary data center located at the network edge, closer to the user. Incorporating Network Function Virtualization (NFV) to MEC is expected to allow flexible changes in resources and deployment locations of virtual machines [3],[4]. In a MEC environment, service applications use functions at edge servers rather than at data centers. As a result, it is expected that responsiveness to services will be improved by relaxing load concentration and reducing the delay due to geographical factors.

However, the processing capability of edge servers is generally lower than that of data centers. Service functions capable of effectively reducing application-level delays should be deployed on edge servers, since it is impossible to deploy all service functions on an edge server. For future deployment of MEC, it is therefore necessary to clarify application-level delays and its occurrence factors in a MEC environment, and to investigate how to make the application-level delay lower by MEC configurations such as the locations and reallocations of the functions. It is also needed to clarify the effects of service function reallocation on the application-level delay. Moreover, it is important to obtain policies for service function reallocation for the purpose of low-latency service provision.

In this paper, we construct an MEC environment using OpenStack and Amazon Web Service (AWS), then operate a video live streaming service with real-time processing supposing a shopping agent service using robots. A real-time image processing function is deployed on an edge server in the constructed MEC environment. By manually changing the location of the function, we measure the application-level delay of video live streaming and analyze the delay in detail. As a result of the analysis, it is revealed that the increase of jitter and application-level delay caused by the increase of the CPU load of the edge server the function is deployed. And the timing of service function reallocation is determined based on the CPU load of edge servers. We implement a simple service reallocation method and confirm the effect of the service function reallocation method on application-level delay.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2. describes the implementation of a MEC environment and a video live streaming service with real-time processing. In Section 3., we measure application-level delays and analyze the factors of occurring the delays. In Section 4., we devise a service function reallocation method and confirm the effect of the method through our MEC environment. In Section 5., we present our conclusions and future works.

2. Implementation

2.1 Multi-access Edge Computing Environment

To build a MEC environment, we use OpenStack, which is open-source software for creating virtualization environments. The OpenStack development community expects OpenStack to be applied to the edge [5].

We built the MEC environment in our laboratory by connecting four similarly configured server machines, a user’s PC and a robot with switches. These devices are also connected to virtual machines on Amazon Web Service (AWS). An overview of the MEC environment is shown in Figure 1. Three of the four similarly configured machines are OpenStack nodes, one operating as an OpenStack controller and network node, and the other two as OpenStack compute nodes. The controller node operate as a control unit such as infrastructure manager and orchestrator in a virtualization environment. We call this node the orchestrator. The compute nodes operate as edge servers. In the shopping agent service, since the robot and the user are geographically separated, the two edge servers are prepared as processing bases close to each other. CentOS 7 and Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) are installed on the compute nodes as a host OS and a hypervisor, respectively. Applications are executed...
in virtual machines with 4 GB of memory and 32 GB of storage on the compute nodes. Storage files of all virtual machines are shared by Network File System (NFS) among three OpenStack nodes. The fourth server machine is not virtualized for comparison. Hereafter, we refer to this non-virtualized server as the NV server. We also use virtual machines on AWS as data centers at the center of network.

The robot, the user PC, the virtual machines on the edge servers and AWS, and the NV server communicate using a data-plane network. The robot is wirelessly connected to the data-plane network via a Wi-Fi access point. The devices and the virtual machines on the edge servers are connected on local area network (LAN) scale. The virtual machines on AWS are connected to the data-plane network using Virtual Private Network (VPN) via the Internet. The orchestrator uses an out-of-band network to communicate with the edge servers so that they are not at all involved in the data-plane communication. Hereafter, we call this out-of-band network the management network.

2.2 Video Live Streaming Service with Real-time Processing

As a potential new service, we consider realization of a shopping agent service using robots. In this service, robots go to a physical store, and users can shop from home as if they were actually there. Using AR/VR technology, product information is superimposed on the video taken by a camera mounted on the robot and presented to the user. This process is performed on an external server, and product information is acquired from cloud. Sensing technology can also be used to present tactile sensations of products and to control the robots.

In this paper, we assume only video live streaming from the “Pepper” robot [6] to the user. In the service, the video which is taken by a camera on the robot is compressed into MPEG2 format using FFmpeg, which runs on the operating system of the robot. The video is then transferred to an edge server and text information is added using FFmpeg running on a virtual machine. Another virtual machine relays the video stream to a virtual machine hosting FFserver, a streaming server application, to stream it to the user PC for real-time user viewing using FFplay. To simplify the implementation, we do not insert the superimposition of product information, but insert a simple text. The text is inserted using drawtext filter of FFmpeg. Note that FFserver uses UDP and TCP transport protocols for reception and transmission, because of its specification.

3. Measurement and Analysis of Application-level Delay

3.1 Measurement Setting

3.1.1 Measurement Method

To measure the application-level delay of video live streaming, we use the time difference of the two clocks in the live-streamed video. First, a millisecond-precision digital clock is displayed in front of the robot. Then, the video captured by the robot is live-streamed to the user PC via real-time processing on an edge server. The digital clock shown to the robot is displayed on the monitor of the user PC for time synchronization. The digital clock and the live-streamed video from the robot are arranged on the monitor. Next, a screenshot is taken per second for 100 seconds and the time differences of the two clocks displayed on the monitor are calculated by each screenshot. At this time, the two displayed times are converted mechanically from an image to a numerical value. Specifically, a OCR engine called Tesseract digitizes trimmed screenshots. Finally, we calculate the mean of the time differences to measure the application-level delay of video live streaming. Figure 2 shows the method for measuring the application-level delay.

3.1.2 Deployment Scenarios for Real-time Processing

Seven scenarios are set to investigate the occurrence factors and the volume of application-level delays due to the differences in the locations where service functions are deployed. For each scenario, we changed the forms of service provision, such as the existence of a virtualization environment and the location of service functions. In two edge scenarios, with names beginning with “edge,” the service functions are deployed on an edge server. In three DC scenarios, they are deployed on a virtual machine on AWS. The “Non-Virtualized” and “Direct” scenarios are used for comparison.

- **Edge-User-Side**: In this scenario, applications that perform text insertion, relay, and streaming are deployed on the user-side edge server and executed on virtual machines.
- **Edge-Robot-Side**: In this scenario, applications that perform text insertion, relay, and streaming are deployed on the robot-side edge server and executed on virtual machines.
- **DC-(Ohio, Singapore, Tokyo)**: In the three DC scenarios, applications that perform text insertion, relay, and streaming are deployed on AWS as a data center and executed on a virtual machine. For scenarios DC-Ohio, DC-Singapore and DC-Tokyo, we use AWS regions of Ohio, Singapore and Tokyo respectively. Ohio, Singapore and Tokyo are about 10800 km, 4900 km and 400 km away from Osaka respectively.
- **Non-Virtualized**: In this scenario, applications that perform text insertion, relay, and streaming are deployed on the NV server and executed directly on that server.
- **Direct**: In this scenario, no applications that perform text insertion, relay, or streaming are deployed. The video is directly
sent from FFmpeg on the robot to FFplay on the user PC.

### 3.2 Measurement Results and Analysis

In the seven scenarios, we measure the application level delays of video live streaming twice in the way described in Section 3.1.1. The results of the two measurements are shown in Table 1. The results of the analysis is explained in the following subsections.

#### 3.2.1 Delay due to Long Communication Distance

When using a data center, the increase of application-level delay cannot be explained by a simple increase of propagation delay in a large scale. For the scenarios DC-Ohio, DC-Singapore and DC-Tokyo, the differences from the application-level delay in Edge-User-Side are 273.67 ms, 150.18 ms and 41.41 ms respectively. On the other hand, the RTTs of ICMP packets from the user PC to the virtual machines on AWS are 174.94 ms, 68.32 ms and 12.83 ms for Ohio, Singapore and Tokyo regions, respectively. The RTT from the user PC to the edge server is about 0.5 ms, and the increase of application-level delay are obviously larger than the increases of RTTs. The cause of those unexpected increases of application-level delay is jitter, i.e. a variation in packet arriving intervals. Since it is difficult to make the intervals perfectly constant, the receiver buffers the packets and absorbs the variation. As the variation gets bigger, the receiver needs to buffer them for a longer time.

By newly measuring packet arriving intervals on the user PC and application-level delays, it is revealed that application-level delay increases almost in proportion to the coefficient of variation (C.V.) of packet arriving intervals in our configuration.

To summarize the above, the factor of delay increase in the case of long communication distance is divided into propagation delay and buffering time for absorbing jitter. Noted that the time taken for VPN processing is about 0.3 ms, measured by ICMP Ping, and there is almost no influence on the application-level delays.

#### 3.2.2 Time for Real-time Processing

Comparing the result in the scenario Non-virtualized with that of the scenario Direct, the difference in the application-level delays is 28.85 ms. Therefore, the result show that the time required for text insertion and streaming server processing is 47.45 ms. In addition, the delay of 194 ms for buffering occurs in the virtual machine on edge servers or AWS.

#### 3.2.3 Increase of Delay due to Virtualization

Comparing the mean of the results in the two edge scenarios with the result of the scenario Non-Virtualized, the difference is 13.04 ms. Therefore, the results show that software operation in the virtualized environment increases application-level delay by 13.04 ms. We also measure the increase of server processing time due to software operation in the virtualized environment. Since it is difficult to directly measure server processing times, we use the difference in captured times between incoming and outgoing time packets of a server. As a result, the increase in server processing time due to virtualization is 4.00 ms.

#### 3.2.4 Processing Time at End Devices

Although the scenario Direct is set to measure the processing time at the end devices, we also modified FFplay application on the user PC to output timestamps in order to investigate the details of the processing time. Analyzing the outputted timestamps, the delay occurred in FFplay is about 80 ms. Also, since the refresh rate of the display of the user PC is 60 Hz, a delay of up to 15 ms is likely to be occurred [7]. The camera and FFmpeg on the robot will generate delay of about 136 ms, that is the difference between the total processing time currently confirmed and the result of the scenario direct. FFmpeg modified to output timestamps shows that its processing time is 27.6 ms. The remaining 108 ms should be occurred in the camera of the robot, and then a delay of up to 33 ms is likely to be occurred just before capturing since the frame rate is 30 fps [7]. However, they cannot be confirmed because of the specification of the robot. Note that the measurement of the processing time by the timestamps can not completely clarify the processing time at the user PC. This is because it does not include the time until presentation timestamps (PTS), that is used for identifying data in FFplay, are extracted from arrived packets. In particular, it is difficult to measure the buffering time below the application layer.

### 3.3 Discussion for Low-latency Video Live Streaming

Based on the result in Section 3.2, we can obtain policies for service function reallocation aimed at reducing application-level delay of video live streaming service with real-time processing. The following three solutions are considered.

First, application-level delay can be reduced by deploying a service function of real-time processing on edge servers, that is a key idea of Multi-access Edge Computing. Processing at a data center can lead to penalties in the form of a large propagation delay due to geographical factors. In a new service with real-time processing, that delay significantly damages the user’s QoE and is required to be reduced. In our experiment, a RTT of 12 to 170 ms occurred between the user PC and the data centers. Using a function on the edge can almost eliminate that delay.

Second, it is necessary to deal with jitter at network side rather

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Application-level Delay [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-User-Side</td>
<td>476.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge-Robot-Side</td>
<td>482.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-Ohio</td>
<td>745.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-Singapore</td>
<td>617.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-Tokyo</td>
<td>526.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Virtualized</td>
<td>467.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>419.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than at end devices. Conventionally, applications have buffered the packets and have absorbed jitter in order to ensure quality of service (QoS) and user's QoE. Contrary to that conventional circumstance, in new services which demand high real-time performance, the time for buffering will lead to degradation of QoS and user's QoE. Therefore, it is required to deal with jitter at the network side. In Section 3.2.1, the maximum increase of the application-level delays due to the buffering time for absorbing jitter was 144 ms. By reducing jitter, this delay is eliminated. In our experiment, the impact of jitter was clarified by the result of providing service at data center. If the cause of jitter is congestion of the route to the data center, the effect can be reduced by MEC. However, even using an edge server, there is a possibility of occurring jitter due to high load of the edge server. In Section 4., we devise a service function reallocation method based on the CPU load of edge server.

The third solution is to improve the performance of end devices. Cameras capable of taking high frame rate video and high refresh rate monitors can push the limits of application-level delay reduction. In addition, improving the processing performance of end devices leads to reduction of compression time and decompression time of MPEG videos. However, even if the performance of end devices improves, the delay reduction is on the order of a few tens of milliseconds, which is smaller than the reduction of propagation delay or buffering time for absorbing jitter.

4. Service Function Reallocation Method

4.1 Service Function Reallocation Method

In this section, we focus on the increase of jitter caused by the increase of CPU load of the edge server. In our method, the orchestrator monitors the CPU utilization of the edge server as an index of CPU load and determine when to start service function reallocation in order to avoid increase of application-level delay of video live streaming. The reason why the orchestrator does not directly measure jitter is that it is difficult for the orchestrator to directly access the network statistics of the user's device in an actual MEC environment. In our method, service function reallocation is realized by live migration of virtual machine.

Our method only determines the timing that the orchestrator issues an instruction to start live migration. There are two factors to determine the beginning of live migration: CPU load at which application-level delay start to increase and the total migration time at that CPU load. We investigate the value of CPU utilization at which jitter and application-level delay start to increase. The CPU load of the edge server is given by using an stress tool called “stress-ng”, and the packet arriving intervals and the application-level delays are measured when the CPU load is 0, 50, 80, 95 and 100 percent. The results show that jitter increases from when the CPU load exceeds 80% and the application-level delays start to increase from when the CPU load exceeds 95%. In addition, the total migration time is about 8 seconds when CPU load is 95%. From the results, it is appropriate to start live migration at 8 seconds before the CPU load of source host reaches 95%.

4.2 The Effect of Service Function Reallocation

To confirm the effect of the service function reallocation method on application-level delay, we develop a program running on the orchestrator. The program monitors the CPU utilization of the edge servers using Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). In our environment, data acquired by SNMP is updated every 5 seconds. The program also instructs KVM on the edge server to start live migration. The virtual machine that to be migrated is executing real-time text inserting processing using FFmpeg, and it is migrated from the edge server of the user side to that of the robot side. To simplify the situation, there is only that virtual machine. There are no virtual machines for relay or FFserver. As findings in Section 4.1, the appropriate timing of start to live migration is about 8 seconds before the CPU load of source host reaches 95%. However, our method does not predict when the CPU load of edge servers reaches 95%. Therefore, it starts migration when the CPU load of the source reaches 90% under a condition that the CPU load is increased monotonically. The CPU load of the destination is fixed at 0%, since an edge server with low CPU load should be selected as the destination when reallocating a service function in an actual MEC environment.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the packet arriving intervals and the application-level delay when live migration is enabled. The migration is started when the CPU load reaches 90%. The packet arriving intervals are scattered before/during the migration, but they are calm after it. The application-level delay is stable overall, though it slightly increases after the CPU load reaches 80% and during the migration. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the packet arriving intervals and the application-level delay when live migration is disabled. The packet arriving intervals are greatly scattered after the CPU load reaches 90%. The application-level delay also increases after the CPU load is over 85%. After the CPU load reaches 100%, the application-level delay increases significantly. As a result, it was possible to prevent the occurrence of large jitter and the increase of application-level delay in advance.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we measured the application-level delays of video live streaming and analyze the delays in detail. As a result of the analysis, it was revealed that, for low-latency video live streaming, it is naturally important that the average of propagation delays is small, but it is also important to suppress the jitter caused by the network side. Based on this finding, we devised a service function reallocation method for low-latency video live streaming. In our method, we focused on the increases of jitter and application-level delay caused by the increase of CPU load, and the timing of service function reallocation was determined based on the CPU utilization of edge server. Also, we confirmed that our method prevent the occurrence of large jitter and the increase of application-level delay in advance. The work in our paper does not focus on QoE, but the measurement and analysis of application-level delay will contribute to understanding QoE in MEC environments, because QoE metrics include application-level delay [8]. As a future work, we will perform live migration in larger scales such as metropolitan area network and wide area network environments. As a further prospect, we evaluate the effect of application-level delay on the user’s QoE in a two-way communication application. Moreover, we would like to evaluate the effect in a service providing non-visual information using tactile sensors.
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